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Windows 10 is the latest client operating 
system to be released by Microsoft and has 
already been well received by both 
businesses and individual users. 
Designed to run on multiple devices (desk-
tops, laptops, tablets, phones etc), it is the 
ideal choice to ensure a consistent 
environment for all users. 

Windows 10 may well be the last client 
operating system to emerge from Microsoft 
as the new “Windows as a Service” is now 
capable of delivering both updates and up-
grades in a timeous fashion ensuring that 
a 3 year wait for a new operating system 

with new features and capabilities is no 
longer necessary. 
This 3 day training workshop is designed 
to get you & your staff up to speed with 
both the new and not so new features as 
quickly as 
possible. Windows 10 is different to both 
Windows 7 and 8 and will take a bit of 
getting used to.

Increasing your return on your 
investment on new technology is as 
simple as utilising as many of the  

What topics are covered:

Deployment
Multiple deployment options such as manual installation, upgrades as well as 
utilising SCCM, WDS & MDT 2013.
Navigation
Explore the new interface including new start menu, Action Centre, task
switching, continuum etc
Storage
Configure local storage, networked storage and examine the new storage 
spaces feature.
Security 
Configure Bitlocker, EFS, Virtual smart readers, new methods for identifying
users (Windows Hello), UAC, Windows Defender.
Virtualisation
Use Hyper V on Windows 10 to build a virtual environment
Networking
Understand TCP/IP, DHCP & DNS. Configure Remote Access using VPN’s an
Direct Access.

About iDevelop

iDevelop delivers a wide range of 
business and technical training  
solutions, helping its customers 
develop staff across a wide range 
of essential skills so they are able 
better able to reach their business 
objectives. Training is delivered 
online and in the classroom or a 
mixture of both to maximise  
training effectiveness and ROI.

iDevelop is part of IDE Group, a  
UK-based managed IT services 
 provider that has a broad portfolio 
of IT services and technology  
solutions across areas including  
collaboration, network and  
connectivity, cloud and hosting, 
cybersecurity, device lifecycle  
management and  
managed services.

"iDevelop offers a range of 
business training courses that 

transform managers into  
leaders and ensures your  
workforce has the core  

business skills required to 
achieve your objectives"

James Fletcher
iDevelop Portfolio Manager



Windows 10 is the latest client 
operating system to be released by 
Microsoft and has already been well 
received by both businesses and 
individual users. 
Designed to run on multiple devices 
(desktops, laptops, tablets, phones etc), 
it is the ideal choice to ensure a 
consistent environment for all users. 

Windows 10 may well be the last client 
operating system to emerge from 
Microsoft as the new “Windows as a 
Service” is now capable of delivering 
both updates and upgrades in a 

timeous fashion ensuring that a 3 year 
wait for a new operating system with 
new features and capabilities is no 
longer necessary. This 3 day training 
workshop is designed to get you & your 
staff up to speed with both the new and 
not so new features as quickly as 
possible. Windows 10 is different to 
both Windows 7 and 8 and will take a bit 
of getting used to.

Increasing your return on your 
investment on new technology is as 
simple as utilising as many of the  
features as Windows 10 has to offer  
as possible. 
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ABOUT IDE GROUP

IDE Group is a trusted, established 
provider of fully intergrated IT 
solutions, services and training. 
With a reputation for innovative 
solutions, industry leading support, 
and the willingness to go the extra 
mile IDE Group has been trusted 
to design, implement, manage and 
support the IT infrastructure of  
leading businesses for more than  
35 years.

Deployment
Multiple deployment options such as manual installation, upgrades as well as  
utilising SCCM, WDS & MDT 2013.
Navigation
Explore the new interface including new start menu, Action Centre, task switching, 
continuum etc
Storage
Configure local storage, networked storage and examine the new storage  
spaces feature.
Security 
Configure Bitlocker, EFS, Virtual smart readers, new methods for identifying users 
(Windows Hello), UAC, Windows Defender.
Virtualisation
Use Hyper V on Windows 10 to build a virtual environment
Networking
Understand TCP/IP, DHCP & DNS. Configure Remote Access using VPN’s and 
Direct Access.

Duration 3 Days

IDE Group is a trusted, established provider of fully integrated IT solutions, services and training. With 
a reputation for innovative solutions, industry leading support and the willingness to go the extra mile. 
IDE Group has been trusted to design, implement, manage and support the IT infrastructures of lead-
ing businesses for more than 35 years.

Contact us today to discuss how  
The Skills Academy can offer you a better 
way of learning.

idegroup.com
01202 555 555
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